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The Students
21,579 total enrolled students
54% engaged at least once
70% had a college degree
22% were enrolled in college
Approx. 66% male, 34% female

May 4–June 1, 2013

Course Activity
222,930 interactions with videos
1,551 forum posts and comments
3,878 students active on MindMixer
1,103 projects submitted
343 completion statements
(2.96% of engaged students)

Geographic Breakdown
41% North America
28% Europe
16% Asia
9% South America
5% Africa
1% Australia

Jennifer Evans-Cowley

TechniCity examined how cities are changing through the
integration and infrastructure of technology.

Dr. Jennifer Evans-Cowley is the
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
and Administration in the College
of Engineering and Professor of City
and Regional Planning in the
Knowlton School of Architecture at
The Ohio State University.

Students learned how to use technology to engage with the
public to support decision-making and improve their cities.
Students examined tools for analyzing the city and actively
explored the fascinating ways that cities, including their
own, are using real-time technology.
Technological innovators and thought leaders shared their
expertise and inspired creative thought. Students were
encouraged to engage around the topic they were most
interested in to create a project in their own city.

Thomas W. Sanchez
Dr. Thomas Sanchez is a professor
of Urban Affairs and Planning at
Virginia Tech. Tom also serves as
editor of Housing Policy Debate and
is a nonresident senior fellow of
the Brookings Institution.

Inside the
TechniCity
1,100 hours
invested by the
TechniCity team
86 content video
segments
48 guest and
corporate
lecturers
13.9 hours of
video
7 peer-graded
assignments
Crowdsourcing
ideas with
MindMixer
Comparative
research with
StreetSeen

The Ohio State University and Jennifer Evans-Cowley, along with
Tom Sanchez from Virginia Tech, successfully developed and
delivered this four-week massive open online course (MOOC)
focused on city planning and technology. TechniCity provided a
rigorous learning experience for students in over 70 countries
across six continents.

Key Engagement Strategies
TechniCity partnered with MindMixer, an ideacrowdsourcing platform, where over 3,800 students
generated ideas to improve cities with technology while
earning points to redeem on rewards. MindMixer’s platform
offered students a naturally engaging peer-discussion
experience. Students also used the forums built into
Coursera, but primarily for general questions or
communicating technical problems about the course.
The TechniCity team built StreetSeen, a research platform
where students created over 300 studies to measure
different perceptions of streets all across the world.
TechniCity used Google Forms to capture student ideas
while they were watching lecture videos for the course. The
automatic in-video polls and quizzes prompted students to
submit their responses to the key question or concept that
the video focused on.
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The course provided multiple avenues for students to
connect with content, the faculty, and each other.
Students engaged in a variety of online communities
through MindMixer, Google Plus, LinkedIn, Facebook, and
Coursera.
Students found the course innovative and diverse because
of the broad range of relevant topics taught by speakers
from various universities and companies.
Students reported the overall learning process was great
and the content motivated them to apply the ideas from
the course in an effort to enhance and improve their own
cities.

“

This class has transformed
the way I will look at each
city from now on.[…]
I have no words for the
amount of useful tools that
we have learned
throughout the course.
Hopefully we can all
contribute to the
betterment of our cities…
- Student A

What needs improvement
Despite the positive student feedback, actual completion
rates for the course were low. The way the course was
structured, students could not join late and still pass the
course. Many students also weren’t able or willing to
undertake a project-based assignment structure, so this
limited completion rates. Because the course assessments
were entirely peer evaluated, the project deadlines were
critical, which made it challenging for students to
complete the course.
The course ran during Ohio State’s May-mester term and
had on-campus students taking the course for credit.
Overall student feedback indicated that there was too
much information delivered and too much work required
in the span of the four-week course.

Too Difficult
Not Interesting
Not Relevant to Me
Too Much Work
Other
Just Curious
Too Busy

”

“

Thank you very much for
every knowledge you made
available to us, it changed
my life in so many ways.
I’m a second year civil
engineering student in
Brazil and I am totally
motivated to apply the
things I learned in this
course in my profession.
- Student B

”

Next Steps for TechniCity

Why did some students
exit the class early?
Too Easy

Nulla sed mauris quis elit.

What worked well

TechniCity will tentatively run again in
February 2014, expanded into an eightweek course.

1%
2%

Based on student feedback, the course will
be modified to build in flexibility and
encourage greater student engagement.

4%
7%

The lectures and assignments will be
reorganized so that students can
experience smaller assignments before they
take on larger projects.

9%
13%
20%
40%
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